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ON THE HILBERT POLYNOMIAL OF THE HOMFLYPT HOMOLOGY
HAO WU
Abstract. We prove that the degree of the Hilbert polynomial of the HOMFLYPT homology of a closed
braid B is l − 1, where l is the number of components of B. This controls the growth of the HOMFLYPT
homology with respect to its polynomial grading. The Hilbert polynomial also reveals a link polynomial
hidden in the HOMFLYPT polynomial.
1. Introduction
The HOMFLYPT homology was introduced by Khovanov and Rozansky in [5]. In the current paper, we
study its Hilbert polynomial. In the following, we use the H0 normalization of the HOMFLYPT homology
in [9], which is slightly more symmetric than the original normalization in [5]. We will review H0 in Section
3 below.
H0 has three Z-gradings:
• the homological grading with degree function degh,
• the a-grading with degree function dega,
• the x-grading with degree function degx.
H0 also has a Z2-grading. But this Z2-grading is always equal to the parity of the a-grading. Denote by
Hi,j,k0 the homogeneous component of H0 with homological grading i, a-grading j and x-grading k. From
the definition, we know that Hi,j,k0 = 0 unless j + k is even. We call the sum of the a-grading and x-grading
the polynomial grading of H0. Its degree function is dega+degx. The homogeneous component of H0 with
homological grading i, a-grading j and polynomial grading T is Hi,j,T−j0 , which is zero unless T is even. The
following lemma is a special case of Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem (Theorem 2.2 below.)
Lemma 1.1. For a closed braid B and a pair (i, j) ∈ Z × Z, there is a polynomial PB,i,j(T ) ∈ Q[T ] such
that dimQH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B) = PB,i,j(T ) for all large positive integer T . In other words, PB,i,j(T ) is the Hilbert
polynomial of the direct sum
⊕
T∈ZH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B) with respect to the polynomial grading.
Since the homological and a-gradings of H0(B) are both bounded, PB,i,j(T ) is the zero polynomial for all but
finitely many pairs of i and j. Thus, the Hilbert polynomial of H0(B) is the sum PB(T ) =
∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z PB,i,j(T ).
The following is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.2. Let B be a closed braid with l components. Then PB(T ) is a polynomial of degree l − 1.
There are two main ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1.2. First, an argument by Rasmussen in [7]
shows that H0(B) is a finitely generated module over the polynomial ring generated by the components of
B. This implies that the degree of PB(T ) is at most l−1. Second, the computation tree argument by Franks
and Williams in [3] can be used to show that the degree of PB(T ) is at least l − 1.
For knots, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1.3. Let K be a knot. Then there are non-negative integers Di,j such that
• Di,j = 0 for all but finitely many pairs of integers i and j,
• dimQH
i,j,2T−j
0 (K) = Di,j for large T ,
•
∑
(i,j)∈Z×ZDi,j is an odd number.
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Figure 1.
Let FB(α, ξ) be the decategorification of H0(B). That is,
(1.1) FB(α, ξ) =
∑
(i,j,k)∈Z3
(−1)iαjξk dimQH
i,j,k
0 (B) ∈ Q[α
−1, α, ξ−1][[ξ]].
This is the HOMFLYPT polynomial with the normalization:
(1.2)


FB(α, ξ) is invariant under transverse Markov moves,
α−1FB+(α, ξ)− αFB− (α, ξ) = (ξ
−1 − ξ)FB0 (α, ξ),
FB′(α, ξ) = −α−1ξ−1FB(α, ξ),
FU (α, ξ) =
α−1
ξ−1−ξ ,
where
• transverse Markov moves are reviewed in Subsection 4.1 below,
• B+, B− and B0 are closed braids identical outside the part shown in Figure 1,
• B′ is obtained from the closed braid B by a negative stabilization,
• U is the unknot with no crossings.
Consider the polynomial FB(αξ, ξ). The power of ξ in this polynomial corresponds to the polynomial
grading of H0(B) and is, therefore, always even. Thus, we can expand FB(αξ, ξ) as
(1.3) FB(αξ, ξ) =
∑
T∈Z
cB,T (α)ξ
2T ,
where cB,T (α) ∈ Z[α−1, α] and cB,T (α) = 0 if T ≪ −1. A byproduct of our work is that, for T ≫ 1, cB,T (α)
is a polynomial of α and T .
Proposition 1.4. Define QB(α, T ) ∈ Q[α, α−1, T ] by QB(α, T ) :=
∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z(−1)
iαjPB,i,j(T ). Then
(1) For T ≫ 1, QB(α, T ) = cB,T (α).
(2) QB(α, T ) is invariant under transverse Markov moves.
(3) QB(α, T ) satisfies the skein relation:

α−1QB+(α, T + 1)− αQB−(α, T ) = QB0(α, T + 1)−QB0(α, T ),
QB′(α, T ) = −α−1QB(α, T + 1),
QU (α, T ) = α
−1,
where
• B+, B− and B0 are closed braids identical outside the part shown in Figure 1,
• B′ is obtained from the closed braid B by a negative stabilization,
• U is the unknot with no crossings.
(4) Using (2) and (3), QB(α, T ) can be computed by any transverse computation tree
1 for B.
From the proof of Theorem 1.2, we also have the following simple corollary.
Corollary 1.5. Let B be a closed braid with l components. Then degT QB(α, T ) = l − 1.
1See Definition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 below.
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Example 1.6. For k ≥ 0, define Bk to be the closed braid of two strands with k positive crossings. For
k < 0, define Bk to be the closed braid of two strands with −k negative crossings. Then, for all k ∈ Z,
QB2k(a, T ) = α
2k−1(1 + α−1)(T − k),(1.4)
QB2k+1(a, T ) = kα
2k + (k + 1)α2k−1.(1.5)
Note that degT QB2k(a, T ) = 1 and degT QB2k−1(a, T ) = 0, which are what we expect from Corollary 1.5.
Question 1.7. For a given closed braid B, what is the smallest T0 ∈ Z such that QB(α, T ) = cB,T (α) for
all T ≥ T0?
The rest of this paper is organized as following:
• In Section 2, we recall the definition of the Hilbert polynomial.
• In Section 3, we review the H0 normalization of the HOMFLYPT homology and use Rasmussen’s
argument to show that the degree of the Hilbert polynomial of H0(B) is at most l − 1.
• In Section 4, we use Franks and Williams’ computation tree argument to show that the degree of
the Hilbert polynomial of H0(B) is at least l − 1. Theorem 1.2 through Example 1.6 above are all
proved in this section.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank the referee for carefully reading a previous draft of this manu-
script, providing many valuable comments and finding quite a few mistakes and typos.
2. The Hilbert polynomial
In this section, we recall the definition of the Hilbert polynomial. For the convenience of use later on, we
adopt the slightly unusual grading convention introduced by Khovanov and Rozansky in our formulation.
Definition 2.1. Let R be the polynomial ring R = Q[x1, . . . , xl] graded so that each xi is homogeneous of
degree 2.
• A graded module M over R is an R-module M with a grading M =
⊕
n∈ZMn such that xi ·Mn ⊂
Mn+2.
• We say the grading of M is even if Mn = 0 whenever n is odd.
• For an integer k, M{k} is M with grading shifted by k. That is, Mn =M{k}n+k, where M{k}n+k
is the homogeneous component of M{k} of degree n+ k.
• A finitely generated free graded module over R is a finitely generated graded module over R that is
free and admits a homogeneous R-basis, in other words, a graded module over R that is isomorphic
to a direct sum
⊕m
j=1 R{kj}, where kj ∈ Z.
Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem is key to the existence of the Hilbert polynomial.
Theorem 2.2 (Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem). Let R be the polynomial ring R = Q[x1, . . . , xl] graded as in
Definition 2.1. Assume that M = ⊕n∈ZM2n is a finitely generated graded R-module whose grading is even.
Then there is an exact sequence of graded R modules 0→ Fl → Fl−1 → · · · → F1 → F0 →M → 0, in which,
• each Fj is a finitely generated free graded module over R whose grading is even,
• each arrow is a homogeneous map of graded R-modules preserving the grading.
As a standard consequence, there is a polynomial P (T ) ∈ Q[T ] of degree at most l−1 such that dimQM2T =
P (T ) for T ≫ 1. This P (T ) is called the Hilbert polynomial of M .
The existence of the free resolution in Theorem 2.2 is the traditional content of Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem,
a detailed elementary proof of which can be found in for example [1, Theorem 4.3]. The existence of the
Hilbert polynomial in Theorem 2.2 is a standard consequence of Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem. For a simple
proof of this, see for example [1, Corollary 4.4].
3. The H0 normalization of the HOMFLYPT homology
Next, we review the HOMFLYPT homology with the H0 normalization. Roughly speaking, to each MOY
graph, we associate a Z2 × Z2-graded matrix factorization. Each closed braid diagram B is resolved into a
collection of MOY graphs. Using the crossing information of B, we assemble the matrix factorizations of
the MOY resolutions of B into a chain complex C0(B) of matrix factorizations. The HOMFLYPT homology
H0(B) is then defined from C0(B).
3
3.1. Z2 × Z2-graded matrix factorizations. Let R be the polynomial ring R = Q[a, x1, . . . , xn]. We
define a Z2-grading on R so that a, x1, . . . , xn are homogeneous with deg a = (2, 0) and deg xi = (0, 2) for
i = 1, . . . , n. A Z2-graded R-module M is a R-module M equipped with a Z2-grading such that, for any
homogeneous element m of M , deg(am) = degm+(2, 0) and deg(xim) = degm+(0, 2) for i = 1, . . . , k. We
call the first component of this Z2-grading of M the a-grading and denote its degree function by dega. We
call the second component of this Z2-grading of M the x-grading and denote its degree function by degx.
For a Z2-graded R-module M , we denote by M{j, k} the Z2-graded R-module obtained by shifting the
Z2-grading of M by (j, k). That is, for any homogeneous element m of M , degM{j,k}m = degM m+ (j, k).
Definition 3.1. Let w be a homogeneous element of R = Q[a, x1, . . . , xn] with degree (2, 2). A Z2 × Z2-
graded matrix factorization M of w over R is a collection of two Z2-graded free R-modules M0, M1 and two
homogeneous R-module maps d0 : M0 → M1, d1 : M1 → M0 of degree (1, 1), called differential maps, such
that
d1 ◦ d0 = w · idM0 , d0 ◦ d1 = w · idM1 .
We usually write M as M0
d0−→M1
d1−→M0.
The Z2-grading of M takes value ε on Mε. The a- and x-gradings of M are the a- and x-gradings of the
underlying Z2-graded R-module M0 ⊕M1.
Following [4], we denote by M 〈1〉 the matrix factorization M1
d1−→M0
d0−→M1
Note that:
• For any Z2 × Z2-graded matrix factorization M of w over R and j, k ∈ Z, M{j, k} is naturally a
Z2 × Z
2-graded matrix factorization of w over R.
• For any two Z2 × Z2-graded matrix factorizations M and M ′ of w over R, M ⊕M ′ is naturally a
Z2 × Z2-graded matrix factorization of w over R.
• Let w and w′ be two homogeneous elements of R with degree (2, 2). For Z2 × Z2-graded matrix
factorizations M of w and M ′ of w′ over R, the tensor product M ⊗R M ′ is the Z2 × Z2-graded
matrix factorization of w + w′ over R such that:
– (M ⊗M ′)0 = (M0 ⊗M ′0)⊕ (M1 ⊗M
′
1), (M ⊗M
′)1 = (M1 ⊗M ′0)⊕ (M1 ⊗M
′
0),
– The differential is given by the signed Leibniz rule. That is, for m ∈ Mε and m′ ∈ M ′,
d(m⊗m′) = (dMm)⊗m
′ + (−1)εm⊗ (dM ′m
′).
Definition 3.2. Let w be a homogeneous element of R with degree (2, 2), and M , M ′ any two Z2 × Z2-
graded matrix factorizations of w over R. A homogeneous morphism from M to M ′ of degree (j, k) is a
homogeneous homomorphism of Z2-graded R-modules f :M →M ′ of degree (j, k) preserving the Z2-grading
and satisfying dM ′f = fdM .
Two homogeneous morphisms f, g :M →M ′ of degree (j, k) of Z2 ⊕ Z2-graded matrix factorizations are
called homotopic if there is an R-module homomorphism h :M →M ′ 〈1〉 of degree (j − 1, k− 1) preserving
the Z2-grading such that f − g = dM ′h+ hdM .
Definition 3.3. If a0, a1 ∈ R are homogeneous elements with deg a0 + deg a1 = (2, 2), then denote by
(a0, a1)R the Z2 × Z2-graded matrix factorization R
a0−→ R{1− dega a0, 1− degx a0}
a1−→ R of a0a1 over R.
More generally, if a1,0, a1,1, . . . , al,0, al,1 ∈ R are homogeneous with deg aj,0 + deg aj,1 = (2, 2), then denote
by 

a1,0, a1,1
a2,0, a2,1
. . . . . .
al,0, al,1


R
the tensor product (a1,0, a1,1)R ⊗R (a2,0, a2,1)R ⊗R · · · ⊗R (al,0, al,1)R. This is a Z2 × Z2-graded matrix
factorization of
∑l
j=1 aj,0aj,1 over R, and is call the Koszul matrix factorization associated to the above
matrix.
Note that Koszul matrix factorizations are finitely generated over R. The following are several lemmas
about Koszul matrix factorizations that will be useful later on.
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Lemma 3.4. [4, Proposition 2] Let a1,0, a1,1, . . . , al,0, al,1 be as in Definition 3.3 and
M =


a1,0, a1,1
a2,0, a2,1
. . . . . .
al,0, al,1


R
.
If r is an element of the ideal (a1,0, a1,1, . . . , al,0, al,1) of R, then the multiplication by r, as an endomorphism
of M , is homotopic to 0.
Lemma 3.5 below is essentially [4, Proposition 9]. For a proof of this lemma, see for example [9, Proposition
2.17].
Lemma 3.5. [4, Proposition 9] Let I be an ideal of R generated by homogeneous elements. Assume w, a0
and a1 are homogeneous elements of R such that degw = deg a0 + deg a1 = (2, 2) and w + a0a1 ∈ I. Then
w ∈ I + (a0).
Let M be a Z2 ⊕ Z2-graded matrix factorization of w over R, and M˜ = M ⊗R (a0, a1)R. Then M˜/IM˜
and M/(I + (a0))Mare both Z2 ⊕ Z2-graded chain complexes of R-modules.
If a0 is not a zero-divisor in R/I, then there is an R-linear quasi-isomorphism
f : M˜/IM˜ → (M/(I + (a0))M) 〈1〉 {1− dega a0, 1− degx a0}
that preserves the Z2 ⊕ Z
2-grading.
✒
✒
■
■
Figure 2.
3.2. Matrix factorization of MOY graphs.
Definition 3.6. An MOY graph Γ is an embedding of a directed 4-valent graph in the plane so that each
vertex of Γ looks like the one in Figure 2.
A marking of an MOY graph Γ consists of
• a finite collection of marked points in the interiors of the edges of Γ such that each edge of Γ contains
at least one marked point,
• an assignment that assigns to each marked point a distinct variable.
Fix an MOY graph Γ and a marking of Γ. Assume that x1, . . . , xn are the variables assigned to marked
points in Γ. Let R = Q[a, x1, . . . , xn] with the Z
2-grading so that a, x1, . . . , xn are homogeneous and
deg a = (2, 0), deg x1 = · · · = deg xn = (0, 2). Cut Γ at all of its marked points. We get a collection of pieces
Γ1, . . . ,Γm, each of which is of one of the two types in Figure 3.
✲xi xs
Γi;s
❃
⑦
❃
⑦xj
xi
xt
xs
Γi,j;s,t
Figure 3.
• If Γq = Γi;s in Figure 3, then Rq = Q[a, xi, xs] and C0(Γq) = (a, xs − xi)Rq .
• If Γq = Γi,j;s,t in Figure 3, then Rq = Q[a, xi, xj , xs, xt] and
C0(Γq) =
(
a, xs + xt − xi − xj
0, xsxt − xixj
)
Rq
{0,−1}.
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Definition 3.7.
C0(Γ) =
m⊗
q=1
(C0(Γq)⊗Rq R),
where the big tensor product “
⊗m
q=1” is taken over the ring R = Q[a, x1, . . . , xn].
Note that C0(Γ) is a Z2 × Z2-graded matrix factorization of 0.
✻ ✻xs
xi
xt
xj
Γ0
χ0
//
✒■
■ ✒xs
xi
xt
xj
Γ1
χ1
oo
Figure 4.
The following lemma is established by Khovanov and Rozansky in [5]. For a detailed proof in the present
normalization, see [9, Lemma 3.15].
Lemma 3.8. Let Γ0 and Γ1 be the graphs marked at their endpoints in Figure 4. Then there exist homoge-
neous morphisms of Z2×Z
2-graded matrix factorizations C0(Γ0)
χ0
−→ C0(Γ1) and C0(Γ1)
χ1
−→ C0(Γ0) of degree
(0, 1) satisfying:
(1) χ0 and χ1 are homotopically non-trivial,
(2) χ1 ◦ χ0 ≃ (xj − xs)idC0(Γ0) and χ
0 ◦ χ1 ≃ (xj − xs)idC0(Γ1).
3.3. Chain complex of closed braid diagrams.
Definition 3.9. For a closed braid B, an arc of B is a part of B that starts and ends at crossings and
contains no crossing in its interior. A marking of B consists of
• a finite collection of marked points in the interiors of the arcs of B such that each arc of B contains
at least one marked point,
• an assignment that assigns to each marked point a distinct variable.
Let B be a closed braid with a marking. Assume x1, . . . , xn are all the variables assigned to marked points
in B. The ring R := Q[a, x1, . . . , xn] is graded so that deg a = (2, 0) and deg xj = (0, 2) for j = 1, . . . , n.
Cut B at all of its marked points. This cuts B into a collection {T1, . . . , Tm} of simple tangles, each of
which is of one of the three types in Figure 5 and is marked only at its end points.
✻xs
xi
A
✒■xs
xi
xt
xj
C+
■ ✒xs
xi
xt
xj
C−
Figure 5.
If Tq = A, then Rq = Q[a, xi, xs] and C0(Tq) is the chain complex
(3.1) C0(A) = 0→ C0(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
→ 0,
where the C0(A) on the right hand side is the matrix factorization associated to the MOY graph A, and the
under-brace indicates the homological grading.
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✒■xs
xi
xt
xj
C+
0
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
+1
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
✻ ✻xs
xi
xt
xj
Γ0
✒■
■ ✒xs
xi
xt
xj
Γ1
■ ✒xs
xi
xt
xj
C−
0
dd❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
−1
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
Figure 6.
If Tq = C±, then Rq = Q[a, xi, xj , xs, xt] and C0(Tq) is the chain complex
C0(C+) = 0→ C0(Γ1) 〈1〉 {1, 0}︸ ︷︷ ︸
−1
χ1
−→ C0(Γ0) 〈1〉 {1,−1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
→ 0,(3.2)
C0(C−) = 0→ C0(Γ0) 〈1〉 {−1, 1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
χ0
−→ C0(Γ1) 〈1〉 {−1, 0}︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
→ 0,(3.3)
where the morphisms χ0 and χ1 are defined in Lemma 3.8 and, again, the under-braces indicate the homo-
logical gradings, which is also indicated by the labels on the arrows in Figure 6.
Definition 3.10. We define the chain complex C0(B) associated to B to be
C0(B) :=
m⊗
q=1
(C0(Tq)⊗Rq R),
where the big tensor product “
⊗m
q=1” is taken over R.
C0(B) is a chain complex of Z2×Z2-graded matrix factorizations of 0. It has two differentials: a differential
dmf from its underlying matrix factorization structure and a differential dχ from the local chain complexes
(3.1)-(3.3). These two differentials commute.
The HOMFLYPT homology H0(B) is defined to be H0(B) := H(H(C0(B), dmf ), dχ). Since dmf and dχ
are both homogeneous with respect to the Z2 × Z3-grading of C0(B), H0(B) inherits this Z2 × Z3-grading.
We call the three Z-gradings the homological grading, the a-grading and the x-grading.
Theorem 3.11. [5] Up to isomorphism of Z2 × Z3-graded Q-spaces, H0(B) is independent of the marking
of B and invariant under transverse Markov moves2.
If B′ is obtained from B by a negative stabilization, then H0(B′) ∼= H0(B)‖1‖{−1,−1}, where ‖s‖ means
shifting the homological grading up by s.
Remark 3.12. Note that, for C0(B), the parity of its a-grading = the parity of its x-grading = its Z2-grading.
The polynomial grading of C0(B) is the sum of the a-grading and the x-grading. So the polynomial grading
2Transverse Markov moves will be reviewed in Subsection 4.1 below.
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of C0(B) is always even. Moreover, with the polynomial grading, C0(B) is a graded R = Q[a, x1, . . . , xn]-
module, whose grading is even. Since dmf and dχ are both homogeneous R-modules homomorphisms, H0(B)
is also a graded R = Q[a, x1, . . . , xn]-module, whose polynomial grading is even.
3.4. Upper bound of the degree of the Hilbert polynomial of H0(B). We are now ready to show
that the degree of the Hilbert polynomial of H0(B) is at most l− 1, where l is the number of components of
B. Our proof is based on [7, Lemma 3.4] by Rasmussen. For the convenience of the reader, we include the
proof of this lemma for H0 below.
Lemma 3.13. [7, Lemma 3.4] Let B be a closed braid with a marking. If x and y are variables assigned to
marked points on the same component of B, then multiplications by x and y induce the same endomorphism
of H0(B).
Proof. (Following [7, Lemma 3.4].) Assume x1, . . . , xn are all the variables assigned to marked points in B.
Let R = Q[a, x1, . . . , xn].
Cut B at all of its marked points. This cuts B into a collection {T1, . . . , Tm} of simple tangles, each of
which is of one of the three types in Figure 5 and is marked only at its end points. It is easy to see that,
to prove the lemma, we only need to prove it for the case when x and y are variables assigned to endpoints
of the same component of a particular Tq. Without loss of generality, we assume that x and y are variables
both assigned to endpoints T1.
If T1 = A in Figure 5, then the lemma follows easily from Lemma 3.4.
Next assume T1 is a crossing. The proofs for positive and negative crossings are very similar. We only
give the proof for a positive crossing.
Assume T1 = C+ in Figure 5. Denote by dˆχ the differential of the chain complex of matrix factorizations
C :=
⊗m
q=2(C0(Tq) ⊗Rq R), where the big tensor product “
⊗m
q=2” is taken over R. According to chain
complex (3.2) of C+,
• C0(B) = C′ ⊕ C′′, where C′ and C′′ are chain complexes of matrix factorizations of 0 given by
– C′ = C0(Γ1)⊗R1 C 〈1〉 {1, 0}‖− 1‖,
– C′′ = C0(Γ0)⊗R1 C 〈1〉 {1,−1},
• the differential dχ of C0(B) is of the form dχ = d−1 + d−1,0 + d0, where d−1, d−1,0, d0 are chain
maps given by
– d−1 = −idC0(Γ1) ⊗ dˆχ : C
′ → C′,
– d−1,0 = χ
1 ⊗ idC : C′ → C′′,
– d0 = idC0(Γ0) ⊗ dˆχ : C
′′ → C′′.
Define d0,−1 to be the homomorphism d0,−1 = χ
0⊗ idC : C′′ → C′. Then d0,−1 ◦d0 = χ0⊗ dˆχ = −d−1 ◦d0,−1.
Now assume Λ ∈ H(C0(B), dmf ) satisfies dχ(Λ) = 0. Write Λ = Λ′ + Λ′′, where Λ′ ∈ H(C′, dmf ) and
Λ′′ ∈ H(C′′, dmf ). Then d−1(Λ′) = 0 and d−1,0(Λ′) + d0(Λ′′) = 0. Now consider d0,−1(Λ′′) ∈ H(C′, dmf ).
We have
dχ(d0,−1(Λ
′′)) = d−1(d0,−1(Λ
′′)) + d−1,0(d0,−1(Λ
′′)) = −d0,−1(d0(Λ
′′)) + d−1,0(d0,−1(Λ
′′))
= d0,−1(d−1,0(Λ
′)) + d−1,0(d0,−1(Λ
′′)).
By Lemma 3.8, d0,−1 ◦ d−1,0 = (xj − xs)idC′ and d−1,0 ◦ d0,−1 = (xj − xs)idC′′ . So
dχ(d0,−1(Λ
′′)) = (xj − xs)(Λ
′ + Λ′′) = (xj − xs)Λ.
This shows that the multiplication by xj −xs on H0(B) = H(H(C0(B), dmf ), dχ) is the zero endomorphism,
which proves the lemma for the case x = xs and y = xj . By Lemma 3.4, multiplication by xs + xt − xi − xj
is the zero endomorphism on H(C0(B), dmf ). Thus follows the case when x = xt and y = xi. This completes
the proof of the lemma for T1 = C+. 
Corollary 3.14. Let B be a closed braid with l components. Then the degree of the Hilbert polynomial
PB(T ) of H0(B) is at most l− 1.
Proof. Fix a marking of B. Assume x1, . . . , xn are all the variables assigned to marked points in B. Let
R := Q[a, x1, . . . , xn]. Consider the ideal I = ({a}∪ {xi− xj | xi, xj are assigned to the same component of
B.}) By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.13, multiplication by any element of I is the zero endomorphism of H0(B). Fix
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a single marking xik on the k-th component of B. Then the R-action on H0(B) factors through the quotient
ring R/I ∼= Q[xi1 , . . . , xil ]. Moreover, since C0(B) is finitely generated over R and R is Noetherian, H0(B) is
a finitely generated R-module. Thus, H0(B) is a finitely generated Q[xi1 , . . . , xil ]-module. Clearly, with the
polynomial grading, H0(B) is a graded Q[xi1 , . . . , xil ]-module, whose grading is even. By Hilbert’s Syzygy
Theorem (Theorem 2.2), the degree of PB(T ) is at most l − 1. 
4. The Computation Tree Argument
In this section, we use Franks and Williams’ computation tree argument to show that the degree of the
Hilbert polynomial of H0(B) is at least l− 1, where l is the number of components of B. This will complete
the proof of Theorem 1.2.
4.1. Transverse computation trees. First, we recall the concept of transverse computation tree, which
is defined in [3] and called “invariant computation tree” there.
Recall that two closed braids represent the same smooth link if and only if one of them can be changed
into the other by a finite sequence of Markov moves, which are:
• Braid group relations generated by
– σiσ
−1
i = σ
−1
i σi = ∅,
– σiσj = σjσi, when |i− j| > 1,
– σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1.
• Conjugations: µ! η−1µη, where µ, η ∈ Bm.
• Stabilizations and destabilizations:
– positive: µ (∈ Bm)! µσm (∈ Bm+1),
– negative: µ (∈ Bm)! µσ−1m (∈ Bm+1).
In the above, Bm is the braid group on m strands.
The standard contact structure ξst on R
3 is the kernel of the contact form αst = dz−ydx+xdy = dz+r2dθ.
An oriented smooth link L in R3 is transverse if αst|L > 0. Two transverse links are said to be transversely
isotopic if there is an isotopy from one to the other through transverse links. It is known that:
• Every transverse link is transverse isotopic to a counterclockwise transverse closed braid around the
z-axis. (See [2].)
• Any smooth counterclockwise closed braid around the z-axis can be smoothly isotoped into a coun-
terclockwise transverse closed braid around the z-axis without changing the braid word. (A simple
observation.)
The following theorem by Orevkov, Shevchishin [6] and Wrinkle [8] describes when two transverse closed
braids are transversely isotopic.
Theorem 4.1. [6, 8] Two counterclockwise transverse closed braids around the z-axis are transversely iso-
topic if and only if the braid word of one of them can be changed into that of the other by a finite sequence
of braid group relations, conjugations and positive stabilizations and destabilizations.
We call braid group relations, conjugations and positive stabilizations/destabilizations the transverse
Markov moves.
✒■
B+
B0 B−
✒■
B−
B0 B+
Figure 7.
Following [3], a Conway splitting of a closed braid at a crossing consists of two choices of local changes to
the braid, encoded diagrammatically as in Figure 7, where
• B+, B− and B0 are closed braids identical outside the part shown in Figure 1,
• the crossing of B+/B− shown in Figure 1 is the crossing where the Conway splitting is performed
at.
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Definition 4.2. [3] A transverse computation tree Υ is a connected, rooted, oriented binary tree, with each
node labeled by a closed braid satisfying:
(1) If a non-terminal node N of Υ is labeled by a closed braid B, then its two child nodes N0 and N1
are labeled by closed braids B0 and B1 obtained from B by
• first performing a finite sequence of transverse Markov moves on B to get a closed braid Bˆ,
• then performing a Conway splitting at a crossing of Bˆ to get B0 and B1.
(2) If N is a terminal node of Υ, then N is labeled by a closed braid with no crossings.
Theorem 4.3. [3, Theorem 1.7] For any closed braid B, there is a transverse computation tree whose root
is labeled by B.
4.2. Decategorification of H0(B). Now, let us quickly explain the normalization of the decategorification
of H0(B). Recall that the decategorification FB(α, ξ) of H0(B) is defined in (1.1). By Theorem 3.11, we
know that
(a) FB(α, ξ) is invariant under transverse Markov moves.
(b) If B′ is obtained from B by a negative stabilization, then FB′(α, ξ) = −α−1ξ−1FB(α, ξ).
From the definition of H0(B), especially the local chain complexes (3.2) and (3.3), we know that
(c) α−1FB+(α, ξ)− αFB−(α, ξ) = (ξ
−1 − ξ)FB0 (α, ξ), where B+, B− and B0 are closed braids identical
outside the part shown in Figure 1.
Finally, for the unknot U without any crossings, H0(U) is the homology of the Koszul matrix factorization
(a, 0)Q[x]. It is straightforward to check that H0(U) ∼= Q[x]{−1, 1}. Recall that deg x = (0, 2). This implies
that
(d) FU (α, ξ) = α
−1ξ
∑∞
n=0 ξ
2n = α
−1
ξ−1−ξ .
Of course, by (a-d) above, we know that FB(α, ξ) satisfies normalization (1.2).
Lemma 4.4. Denote by U⊔l the l-strand closed braid with no crossings. Then
FU⊔l (α, ξ) = α
−1ξ(1 + α−1ξ)l−1
∞∑
T=0
(
T
l − 1
)
ξ2T .
In particular, FU⊔l (αξ, ξ) = α
−1(1 + α−1)l−1
∑∞
T=0
(
T
l−1
)
ξ2T and QU⊔l(α, T ) = α
−1(1 + α−1)l−1
(
T
l−1
)
.
Proof. H0(U⊔l) is the homology of the Koszul matrix factorization
C0(U
⊔l) =


a, 0
a, 0
. . . . . .
a, 0


Q[a,x1,...,xl]
,
where there are l-rows. In Lemma 3.5, let I = 0, a0 = a, a1 = 0 and M˜ = C0(U⊔l). Then H0(U⊔l) is
isomorphic to underlying Z2 × Z3-graded Q[a, x1, . . . , xl]-module of the Koszul matrix factorization
 0, 0. . . . . .
0, 0


Q[x1,...,xl]
〈1〉 {−1, 1},
where there are l − 1 rows, and a acts on Q[x1, . . . , xl] as 0.
From this, we have FU⊔l (α, ξ) = α
−1ξ(1+α−1ξ)l−1
∑∞
T=0
(
T
l−1
)
ξ2T andQU⊔l(α, T ) = α
−1(1+α−1)l−1
(
T
l−1
)
.

4.3. Skein relation for QB(α, T ). In this subsection, we prove Proposition 1.4.
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Proof of Proposition 1.4. Recall that FB(α, ξ) =
∑
(i,j,k)∈Z3(−1)
iαjξk dimQH
i,j,k
0 (B). So
FB(αξ, ξ) =
∑
(i,j,k)∈Z3
(−1)iαjξj+k dimQH
i,j,k
0 (B)
=
∑
(i,j,T )∈Z3
(−1)iαjξ2T dimQH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B)
=
∑
T∈Z
(
∑
(i,j)∈Z2
(−1)iαj dimQH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B))ξ
2T
where, in the second step, we used the fact that the polynomial grading of H0(B) is even, that is,
Hi,j,2T+1−j0 (B)
∼= 0 ∀ (i, j, T ) ∈ Z3. This shows that
cB,T (α) =
∑
(i,j)∈Z2
(−1)iαj dimQH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B) ∀ T ∈ Z.
But dimQH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B) = PB,i,j(T ) for all large positive integer T by Lemma 1.1. And
⊕
T∈ZH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B)
∼=
0 for all but finitely many (i, j) ∈ Z2. This implies that, for T ≫ 1,
cB,T (α) =
∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z
(−1)iαjPB,i,j(T ) = QB(α, T ),
which is part (1) of the proposition.
For part (2) of the proposition, note that, by normalization (1.2), FB(α, ξ) is invariant under transverse
Markov moves. So, cB,T (α) is invariant under these moves. By part (1), for T ≫ 1, QB(α, T ) is invariant
under these moves. But QB(α, T ) ∈ Q[α, α−1, T ] is a polynomial. This implies that QB(α, T ) is invariant
under transverse Markov moves.
Using the normalization (1.2) of FB(α, ξ), one can check that cB,T (α) satisfies the skein relations in part
(3) of the proposition. By part (1), for T ≫ 1, QB(α, T ) satisfies the skein relations in part (3) of the
proposition. But, again, QB(α, T ) is a polynomial. So QB(α, T ) satisfies the skein relations in part (3) of
the proposition for all T .
Finally, we prove part (4) of the proposition. For a polynomial g(α, T ) ∈ Q[α, α−1, T ], defined two
operators Sα and ∆α by Sα(g)(α, T ) = α
−2g(α, T + 1) and ∆α(g)(α, T ) = α(g(α, T ) − g(α, T − 1)). Note
that:
• Sα(g), ∆α(g) ∈ Q[α, α−1, T ].
• Sα is invertible and S−1α (g)(α, T ) = α
2g(α, T − 1).
• Sα and ∆α commute with each other.
According to the skein relation of QB(α, T ) from part (3), we know that
QB+(α, T ) = S
−1
α (QB−)(α, T ) + ∆α(QB0)(α, T ),(4.1)
QB−(α, T ) = Sα(QB+)(α, T )− Sα(∆α(QB0))(α, T ),(4.2)
where B+, B− and B0 are closed braids identical outside the part shown in Figure 1.
✒■
B+
B0 B−
∆α S
−1
α ✒■
B−
B0 B+
−Sα ◦∆α Sα
Figure 8.
Now assume that Υ is a transverse computation tree with its root labeled by the closed braid B. We
label each edge of Υ according to the Conway splitting performed as in Figure 8. Note that, in Figure 8, the
operations labeling the edges apply to the two children in a Conway splitting.
Recall that
• each terminal node N in Υ in labeled by a closed braid BN with no crossings,
• there is a unique path from the root to each terminal node N in Υ.
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Denote by ΨN the composition, from left to right, of all the operators labeling the edges in the path from
the root to the terminal node N . Then
(4.3) QB(α, T ) =
∑
N is a terminal node of Υ
ΨN(QBN )(α, T ).
This shows that QB(α, T ) can be computed from Υ. 
Now, it is straightforward to adapt the proof of [3, Proposition 1.11] to prove that the degree of the
Hilbert polynomial of the HOMFLYPT homology H0(B) of a closed braid B is at least l− 1, where l is the
number of components of B.
Lemma 4.5. Let B be a closed braid with l components. Then degT QB(1, T ) = l − 1.
Proof. (Adapted from the proof of [3, Proposition 1.11].) Defined two operators S = Sα|α=1 and ∆ =
∆α|α=1. That is, for a polynomial g(T ) ∈ Q[T ], S(g)(T ) = g(T + 1) and ∆(g)(T ) = g(T )− g(T − 1). Note
that:
• S(g), ∆(g) ∈ Q[T ], and:
– degT S(g) = degT g, degT ∆(g) = degT g − 1;
– If degT g = n and the coefficient of T
n in g is c, then the coefficient of T n in S(g) is c and the
coefficient of T n−1 in ∆(g) is nc.
• S is invertible and S−1(g)(T ) = g(T − 1).
• S and ∆ commute with each other.
From equations (4.1) and (4.2), we have
QB+(1, T ) = S
−1(QB−)(1, T ) + ∆(QB0)(1, T ),(4.4)
QB−(1, T ) = S(QB+)(1, T )− S(∆α(QB0))(1, T ),(4.5)
where B+, B− and B0 are closed braids identical outside the part shown in Figure 1.
✒■
B+
B0 B−
∆ S−1
✒■
B−
B0 B+
−S ◦∆ S
Figure 9.
Let Υ be any transverse computation tree with root labeled by B. We label each edge of Υ according to
the Conway splitting performed as in Figure 9. Again, operations labeling edges apply to children in Conway
splittings. By equation (4.3), we get
(4.6) QB(1, T ) =
∑
N is a terminal node of Υ
ΦN (QBN )(1, T ),
where
• BN is the closed braid with no crossings labeling N ,
• ΦN is the composition, from left to right, of all the operators labeling the edges in the path from
the root to the terminal node N .
Since S and ∆ commute with each other, for any terminal node N of Υ, ΦN is of the form ΦN =
±SpN ◦∆qN , where pN , qN ∈ Z and qN ≥ 0. There is a unique terminal node N0 of Υ such that qN0 = 0,
which is obtained by always choosing the branch B± ❀ B∓ in each Conway splitting. Note that:
• The change B± ❀ B∓ in a Conway splitting does not change the number of components in the
closed braid.
• The change B0 ❀ B± in a Conway splitting either increase the number of components by 1 or
decrease the number of components by 1.
Denote by lN the number of components of the closed braid BN with no crossings. Then lN0 = l and
lN − qN ≤ l for any terminal node N of Υ.
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By Lemma 4.4, QBN (1, T ) = 2
lN−1
(
T
lN−1
)
for any terminal node N of Υ. From the labeling of edges of Υ
in Figure 9, we know that ΦN0 = S
pN0 since the negative sign only appears in the change B− ❀ B0. Thus,
we know that:
(a) degT ΦN0(QBN0 ) = l − 1 and the coefficient of T
l−1 in ΦN0(QBN0 ) is
2l−1
(l−1)! .
One can also see that:
(b) For any terminal node N of Υ, degT ΦN (QBN ) = lN − 1− qN ≤ l − 1.
Now assume N is a terminal node N of Υ such that N 6= N0 and degT ΦN (QBN ) = l− 1. Then lN − qN = l,
qN > 0 and lN = l + qN ≥ l + 1. The coefficient of T l−1 in ΦN (QBN ) is
±
2lN−1
(lN − 1)!
· (lN − 1) · (lN − 2) · · · (lN − qN ) = ±
2lN−1
(lN − qN − 1)!
= ±
2lN−1
(l − 1)!
.
This shows that:
(c) If N is a terminal node N of Υ such that N 6= N0 and degT ΦN (QBN ) = l − 1, then the coefficient
of T l−1 in ΦN (QBN ) is ±
2lN−1
(l−1)! , where lN − 1 ≥ l.
Combining equation (4.6) and conclusions (a)-(c) above, we know that degT QB(1, T ) ≤ l − 1 and that the
coefficient of T l−1 in QB(1, T ) is of the form
k
(l−1)! , where k is an integer satisfying k ≡ 2
l−1 mod 2l. In
particular, k 6= 0. Thus, degT QB(1, T ) = l − 1. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2, Corollaries 1.3, 1.5 and example 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Corollary 3.14, degT PB(T ) ≤ l−1. Recall that PB(T ) =
∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z PB,i,j(T ) and
QB(T ) =
∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z(−1)
iPB,i,j(T ). The leading coefficient of PB,i,j(T ) is non-negative since PB,i,j(T ) is
the Hilbert polynomial of
⊕
T∈ZH
i,j,2T−j
0 (B). This shows that degT PB(T ) = max{degT PB,i,j(T ) | (i, j) ∈
Z × Z}. But, by Lemma 4.5, degT QB(1, T ) = l − 1. This implies that degT PB,i,j(T ) ≥ l − 1 for some
(i, j) ∈ Z× Z. So degT PB(T ) ≥ l− 1. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Corollary 1.3 follows from Theorem 1.2 except for the statement that
∑
(i,j)∈Z×ZDi,j
is an odd number. But QK(1, T ) =
∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z(−1)
iDi,j . According to the last paragraph of the proof of
Lemma 4.5,
∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z(−1)
iDi,j ≡ 20 mod 21. This implies that
∑
(i,j)∈Z×ZDi,j is an odd number. 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Note that degPB,i,j(T ) ≤ degPB(T ) = l−1 for all (i, j) ∈ Z×Z. Since QB(α, T ) :=∑
(i,j)∈Z×Z(−1)
iαjPB,i,j(T ), this implies that degT QB(α, T ) ≤ l − 1. But, by Lemma 4.5 degT QB(1, T ) =
l − 1. This implies that degT QB(α, T ) ≥ l − 1. Thus, degT QB(α, T ) = l − 1. 
Proof of Example 1.6. We only prove equations (1.4) and (1.5) for k ≥ 0. The proof for k < 0 is very similar
and left to the reader.
Note that B0 is the 2-strand closed braid with no crossings and B1 is the positive stabilization of the
1-strand closed braid. So, by Lemma 4.4, we have that
QB0(α, T ) = α
−1(1 + α−1)T,
QB1(α, T ) = α
−1.
This shows that equations (1.4) and (1.5) are true for k = 0.
Now assume that (1.4) and (1.5) are true for a given k ≥ 0. For Bn with n > 0, applying the skein relation
of QB(α, T ) at a positive crossing of Bn, one gets
(4.7) QBn(α, T ) = α
2QBn−2(α, T − 1) + α(QBn−1(α, T )−QBn−1(α, T − 1)).
For n = 2k + 2, by the induction hypothesis, equation (4.7) gives that
QB2k+2(α, T ) = α
2QB2k(α, T − 1) + α(QB2k+1(α, T )−QB2k+1(α, T − 1))
= α2QB2k(α, T − 1) = α
2k+1(1 + α−1)(T − k − 1).
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This proves equation (1.4) for k+1. For n = 2k+3, by the induction hypothesis and the above computation
of QB2k+2(α, T ), equation (4.7) gives that
QB2k+3(α, T ) = α
2QB2k+1(α, T − 1) + α(QB2k+2(α, T )−QB2k+2(α, T − 1))
= α2(kα2k + (k + 1)α2k−1) + α · α2k+1(1 + α−1)
= (k + 1)α2k+2 + (k + 2)α2k+1.
This proves equation (1.5) for k + 1. Hence, equations (1.4) and (1.5) are true for all k ≥ 0. 
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